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Abstract
Patients and doctors may be uncomfortable in the relationship that includes de-prescription: the patient may refuse withdrawal of the drug, which is lived as taking 
away something of his, to which he is entitled, and needs, signifying an “affection deprivation” and can produce a nocebo effect. Doctors also tend to be uncomfortable 
discussing de-prescribing with patients. He may feel that the problem has been created externally, but he is asked to intervene to “contain costs”, on the other hand he 
fears that patients may interpret de-prescription as a sign that they have to give up their medical care. In this way, the general practitioner can accept polypharmacy to 
preserve the relationship, or perform a motivational Interviewing to help de-prescribe, or maintain his assertiveness and de-prescribe. Further, the style and content of 
the conversations can be different depending on the drug to de-prescribing. In any case, there are changes in the doctor-patient relationship, which is focused more on 
the drug than on other aspects more significant of the medical intervention. There is a lack of evidence on the appropriate model of relationship for de-prescription, 
but the phenomenon of polypharmacy is substantially due to mis-communication in the doctor patient interaction. Consequently, the doctor-patient relationship in 
the de-prescription should reverse the type of relationship where the doctor becomes absent, and only the drug -”the doctor as drug dealer” - is important, and return 
to the classic relationship in which “doctor is himself a drug.”
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Introduction 
Although medicalization has multiple dimensions [discourses, 

practices and identities], and multiple levels of analysis at which 
it occurs [macro, meso and micro], and medicalization and 
demedicalization occur simultaneously [1], in this article we will focus 
on general medicine level. Overdiagnosis and overtreatment are close 
to the hearts of GPs [2]. 

Everyday problems become diseases, inappropriate screenings are 
made, etc. [3], and finally, patients receive too much health care [4]. 
Overdiagnosis leads to multimorbidity and polypharmacy, and finally 
to iatrogenic adverse reactions to drugs, drug interactions, and hospital 
readmissions [5].

The consumption of medications (for example, psychiatric drugs, 
etc.) increases even though the pathologies [for example, the mental 
illnesses, etc.] seem to remain stable or with only a slight increase, 
despite the mulmorbilidad, which does not justify the increase of the 
use of drugs [6]. Non evidence-based prescribing (for example, of 
antipsychotics, etc.) is common, with high doses use, and polypharmacy 
the norm [7]. All this leads to recommendations to avoid unnecessary 
interventions to patients [8] or “Do not do” [9], and to de-prescribe.

Deprescribing is an active review process that prompts the 
physician to consider which drugs have lost their benefit in the risk-
benefit trade-off, especially in patients with changing goals of care or 
limited life expectancy [10,11]. Deprescribing has been studied from 
the point of view of the tools to be used, or technical guidelines, or from 
the general population [12-14], but rarely in its dynamic interaction 
with the doctor-patient relationship in the general medicine practice, 
place where most drugs are prescribed.

On the other hand, doctor-patient relationship is keystone of care. 
Doctor-patient relationship is the connection or link established between 

two entities, doctor and patient (and their family and caregivers) that 
creates a specific context through the communications established with 
patients as a result of implementing a series of strategies professional-
patient relationship, to make medical services are acceptable, relevant 
and accessible. So, this “creation of context” can achieve an interaction 
between doctor and patient that allow integrating the human and 
technical, the communication and clinical reasoning. The doctor-
patient relationship or communication connects the biomedical and 
psychosocial aspects of clinical care. This is essential to achieve the 
final objective: it is about achieving “good decisions”, which reduce or 
manage the uncertainty of the impact [15-17].

However, the doctor-patient relationship is a complex, multiple 
and heterogeneous concept, which is describing by means of several 
models or ways of understanding, classifying and practicing this doctor-
patient relationship: according to a hierarchy of dimensions from 
less to more complexity of the relationship of continuity physician-
patient, according to the ages of the patient, according to the degree 
of interpersonal relationship, according to the control exercised by 
the physician or the patient, and according to the psychosocial aspects 
of diseases, among others. Furthermore, the active ingredients of the 
models are not known exactly, each of which could be appropriate 
or not in certain contexts [18-22], and consequently, all of the above 
implies great difficulties in the measurement instruments of this 
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doctor-patient relationship, so we could even ask ourselves if we can 
really call “models” of doctor-patient relationship to these scenarios 
when we can not measure their performance [23]. 

In this situation, how deprescribing? Or expressing it from the 
beginning of the process: how to review the medication in patients with 
polypharmacy [24,25] and be aware of the effects of the doctor-patient 
relationship in de-prescription (in the two directions that are fed back: 
from the doctor-patient relationship to the de-prescription behaviour, 
as well as from the de-prescription behaviour to the doctor-patient 
relationship)?

Discussion
Doctors and patients have different expectations of their 

relationship with each other [26]. But, there is growing evidence that 
the phenomenon of polypharmacy and low quality of drug use is 
substantially due to mis-communication [or non-communication] in 
the doctor patient interaction [27-32].

General practitioner [GP] has the responsibility of updating and 
reviewing the prescriptions that it carries out, as well as of any other that 
each patient takes, especially in old people, polymedicated or multi-
pathological, in order to promote the benefits and safety, including 
the withdrawal of inappropriate prescriptions. This makes he to be 
the most suitable for deprescribing due to closeness for controlling 
treatments prescribed in other levels, for his longitudinality in care and 
accessibility. The GP is the best place to understand and integrate the 
different orbits of the patient: social, functional and biomedical.

De-prescription is often guided by intuition because while 
guidelines often explain how and when a medication should be 
initiated, there is often no information about when and how 
medications should be reduced or stopped [12], and it can be done 
spontaneously when the conditions are propitious, that is, it can be an 
opportunistic intervention, although there are decision instruments 
that allow to indicate the drugs susceptible to withdrawal: Garfinkel 
algorithm, Hamdy questionnaire, Medication Appropriateness Index, 
Beers criteria, STOPP-START criteria, or serial therapeutic trials of 
prescribing and deprescribing [13]. 

There are two extreme types of reaction of the patient to the 
proposal of doctor’s prescription: 1. grateful acceptance for doing 
something that he had already wanted for some time; “he had always 
thought that he was prescribed too many drugs”; “he is not a supporter 
of medicines”, “he takes them only if there is no other remedy”...; and 
2. Front rejection of the reduction or withdrawal of the drug, which is 
experienced as restricting or removing something of his property and 
to which you are entitled. He usually attributes it to the fact that the 
doctor, harassed by the system, wants to save costs ... at his expense. 
The taking of drugs, whatever their number, is for them a right, and 
their withdrawal is to restrict that right hard earned. The knowledge of 
the dangers of interactions and adverse reactions are minimized by the 
patient: “when I have been prescribed for something would be it.” And 
if other prescribers were doctors, the patient puts them as references of 
knowledge in front of the current doctor who wants to cut that right: 
“You will not know more than the specialist, right?”

In a doctor-patient relationship of the “consumerist” type, which 
may be frequent in younger patients, who tend to be more demanding, 
they exercise more control than the doctor and give the impression that 
they “consume” health services when they are in front of the doctor. 
During the time that the requests of these patients are considered 
reasonable by the doctors, the relationship works perfectly, although 

the doctor always has the doubt as to whether the patient really trusts 
in him or he is only used. But, deterioration and doctor-patient rapport 
may be due to increased consumerism, a rise in medical technology, 
and a societal trend towards deprofessionalization [33].

The spectrum of drugs that a person consumes opens up between 
those of great utility [proven benefit and broad in the designated 
population and low risk of harm] and those of low utility [questionable 
indications, high cost, high risk of damage in most of the consumers]. 
In the drug to be de-prescribed, we must consider the patient’s 
preferences, which redefine the priorities of de-prescribing, the benefits 
and potential harms [adverse reactions and withdrawal syndromes], 
and the form of use of the medication: adherence, duration, etc.

But, keep in mind that medicine is a relational object. From the 
manufacturing laboratory through the doctor’s office to the patient’s 
body, the medicine incorporates a world of social representations and 
symbols [34]. In the use of drugs, the aspect related to pharmacology 
completely eclipses the importance of the non-pharmacological 
aspects of medication, which are not considered, and which, however, 
especially in family medicine, acquire great importance.

Doctors also tend, in some cases, to be uncomfortable discussing 
de-prescribing with patients [35]. The unresolved tension in the GP 
about these two problems: 1. The prescription / de-prescription, 
and 2. The possible changes in the doctor-patient relationship in 
the prescription / de-prescription [29,30], make he unsure about 
the de-prescription, and tends to blame others for the existence of 
this polypharmacy scenario [the system, the multimorbidity, the 
pharmaceutical industry, society ...], but he does not dare to consider 
or implement changes in the consultation with your patient. GPs may 
hesitate to address issues they feel will bother their patients, including 
discussions about life expectancy and reducing preventive medication. 
Thus, GPs are concerned that patients can interpret de-prescription as 
a sign that they have to give up their medical care.

The practice of medicine poses more and more obstacles and 
problems for the establishment of solid relationships between doctors 
and their patients [36]. The workload and the need to contain costs 
affect the doctor-patient interaction favors severe tensions between 
doctors and patients, and can lead to a “defensive medicine”, which 
describes physicians’ behavioral response to medical malpractice 
litigation, and causes overprescribing diagnostic tests, procedures and 
drugs [37-39].

Most of the pharmacological prescription is generated by GPs, 
without clear data on what part of it can be induced or delegated by 
hospital specialists. For example, in 2012 the Spanish National Health 
System billed more than 950 million prescriptions. According to 
these figures, Spain occupies, after the United States, the second place 
in the consumption of drugs. These bulky figures condition that all 
health systems put the GP in the spotlight to try to reduce the expense 
generated by its prescription. Many doctors find it uncomfortable 
to incorporate economic aspects when prescribing, arguing that this 
would restrict their freedom of prescription. However, there is a 
deontological duty to prescribe responsibly [40].

On the other hand, in the patient, the drug becomes the 
representation of “something” that needs, and therefore must be 
good and not modifiable, and he can demand the repetition of his 
medication. For example, in United States older adults are willing to 
have their prescribed medications: more than 90% would stop taking 
certain medications but they believe that all their medications are 
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necessary [38]. In this situation, the GP feels insecure, and can accept 
polypharmacy and the “status quo”, even if it considers it incorrect, to 
preserve the “peace” of the doctor-patient relationship, or can maintain 
its assertiveness and face de-prescription, which includes technical and 
communication aspects. De-prescriptions, like the pharmacological 
prescriptions, in this way, have a function not only in the face of the 
patient’s illness but also indicate an attitude of the GP on his patient, a 
certain type of doctor-patient relationship [41,42]. 

From the point of view of doctor-patient communication and 
the Theory of the Exchange of Affections, the de-prescription can 
be understood by the patient as “affection deprivation” and this can 
be negatively related to most of the outcome measures [43]. On the 
other hand, the nocebo effect, which is defined as the incitement or 
worsening of symptoms induced by any negative attitude of the non-
pharmacological therapeutic intervention, can occur when a patient 
anticipates a negative effect associated with an intervention, medication 
or change or withdrawal of the medication [44].

It is essential to inform and reassure the patient: de-prescription 
does not abandon the therapeutic objectives; on the contrary, it is 
designed to eliminate the risks of those non-beneficial medications. 
One approach is to propose the relaxation of these objectives (blood 
pressure figures, glycemia), as well as anticipate possible barriers and 
discuss them with patients and caregivers [45].

Iona Heath argues that doctors and patients need to face up to their 
fears of uncertainty and death if we are to control overmedicalisation 
[46]. In its core, the intervention aims at enhancing the doctor-patient-
dialogue and identifying the patient’s agenda and needs. We assume 
that the number of pharmaceutical agents taken can be reduced by 
a communicational intervention and that this will not impair the 
patients’ health-related quality of life. Improving communication 
is a core issue of future interventions, especially for patients with 
multimorbidity [27]. It has been recommended, above all, that any 
de-prescription guidelines emphasize a patient-centred approach, 
focusing on a patient’s preferences and the treatment burden that they 
may experience [35].

Motivational Interviewing has been established as a reference to 
help prescribe with more awareness and patient participation [47], 
and it should be assumed that it could also help to deprescribing. 
“Motivational Interviewing is a collaborative, goal oriented style of 
communication with particular attention to the language of change. 
It is designed to strengthen personal motivation and commitment 
to a specific goal by eliciting and exploring the person’s own reasons 
for change within an atmosphere of acceptance and compassion.” 
Motivational Interviewing is widely disseminated in mental and 
medical care settings. It was found apparently efficacious in primary 
health care when used in the routine medical care to support the 
treatment of chronic diseases and preventive care [48]. Shared decision 
making [when perceived by patients as occurring], tends to result in 
improved affective-cognitive outcomes. But, evidence is lacking for the 
association between empirical measures of shared decision-making 
and patient behavioral and health outcomes [49,50].

In addition, the fact of introducing the patient-centered interview 
and the recommendation to support the patient’s right to participate 
more actively in medical consultations does not resolve all the 
uncertainties of the impact of deprescribing. Doctors’ attitude is of 
central concern for establishing the physician-patient relationship. The 
patients ‘behaviors of active participation in medical encounters can 
contribute to physicians’ aversion to patients and lead the physician-
patient relationship in an unfavorable direction [51].

Regarding to effects of de-prescribing in the doctor-patient 
relationship, it has been reported that patients who did not 
receive prescriptions reported having greater satisfaction with the 
communicative aspects of their visits to physicians than patients who 
received prescriptions. Thus, it seems that the pharmacological de-
prescription gives rise to a certain type of doctor-patient relationship, 
focused more on the drug than on other aspects of the medical 
intervention, and thus can hinder the patient’s satisfaction with the 
doctor-patient interaction by substituting that communication more 
“significant” between patient and doctor, for another communication 
or relationship “only with the drug” [29,30,52].

It would try to reverse the dynamics of the type of doctor-patient 
relationship that may be common in general practice consultations in 
the era of polypharmacy, where the doctor becomes absent, and only the 
drug is important: “doctor as drug dealer “. So, is proposed to changing 
that relationship centered on the drug to the classic relationship in 
which “doctor is himself a drug.”, and he can de-prescribe a drug (as 
a chemical) [28]. In family practice, the GP is called upon to respond 
psychotherapeutically to an enormous range of patient problems, and 
he is in an excellent position to do so: “the doctor as a prescription for 
his patient” [53].

On the other hand, although very little is known about initiation, 
style and content of the conversations on de-prescription, it seems that 
they can be different depending on the drug (for example, a proton 
pump inhibitor vs. a benzodiazepine). It has been communicated that 
(which on the other side is logical), patients with a higher educational 
level have a greater initiative to talk about the topic, as well as that 
the content of the conversation in case of proton pump inhibitor can 
focus less on the “dose / instructions”, and more in the “action and 
effectiveness of the medication” and in the need for “follow-up.”, 
while conversations about the interruption of the benzodiazepines are 
more likely to stagnate in the “if” instead of in the “how.” Therefore, 
it is suggested that the GP should conduct the conversation or prescriber 
interview according to the situation, including according to the drug [54].

That is, it can be thought that the model of relationship or interview 
centered on the patient is not the only possible, nor the only appropriate 
to de-prescribing. It can be thought about situations where other 
models of prescribing interview are appropriate, for example more 
directive or assertive de-prescribing interview in situations involving 
danger, such as severe adverse reaction, severe or high-risk side effects, 
high risk drug interactions, danger of addiction, etc.; for example, in 
patients in who overlap prescribing of opioids and benzodiazepines 
that are at excess risk for overdose and death [55]. Only one form of 
relationships might not fit all situations, and one model will not be 
suitable for all patients, physicians, drugs, etc., in the same way [56].

Conclusions
In a scenario where the pharmacological prescription dominates 

the doctor-patient relationship, both doctors and patients are 
uncomfortable with the de-prescription. This situation cannot be 
fully addressed and in all circumstance’s (different characteristics of 
the patients, of the drugs, of the doctor, etc.) with the patient-centered 
consultation, the motivating interview and the sharing of decisions. 
Polypharmacy is an indicator of low quality of drug use and of a 
mis-communication [or non-communication] in the doctor patient 
interaction, but the introduction of the topic of de-prescription in the 
interview, without a biopsychosocial approach, can make the doctor-
patient relationship even harder, probably by means of reinforcing 
the tendency to focus on the drug, and forget other more significant 
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aspects of medical intervention. There is a lack of studies that provide 
more information relevant to the daily practice in general medicine 
on how the pharmacological de-prescription and the doctor-patient 
relationship are mutually affected.
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